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THE DEVELOPMENT

Five years ago, it was a meaningful challenge and decision, to step into such a unique 

LED-applied market. No trace to follow on techniques, and no obvious clients to target 

on markets, this was literally a life-size gamble for NuPOLAR-LIGHTs. When special 

application LED becomes a company’s developing goal, many items and applications 

jump into one’s mind, suddenly, various clients come in with demands that territory 

related, but production had never meet the time limit from requiring. After prolonged 

striving, NuPOLAR-LIGHTs had finally made a good start on its reputation in plants, 

breeding, biomedicine and agricultural lighting territory, with professional know-how 

and extensive experiences, we take it as a core background, stepping into creating 

LED agricultural plan and system development, aiming goal as creating “biological 

farm-factory” that profitable for our clients, rather than conventional plant factory. As 

for the sealing skill of “Hybrid COB LED”, by using its technical character to simulate 

sunlight, making LED not only LED itself, but with multiple functions. Strictly speaking, 

the generation of lighting application is coming, it is a breakthrough, and a discovery, 

that how we use the principle, finding secrets inside undiscovered regions, NuPOLAR-

LIGHTs insist that discovering more, creating an extraordinary world of LED-functioned. 

So far, our first step is setting a flagship showroom called “Conroots” inside Wugu 

district, Taipei city, bringing our concepts to our consumers, letting them able to 

purchase agricultural products that reasonably priced, rich in nutrition and safe to eat, 

and strengthen cooperation with factories with alliances, soon various LED-application 

stores will enter the market, moving forward with technological core and purpose of 

public service.

CONCEPT, POSITION AND CORE VALUE

Using “public benefit” as a starting point, doing right things for the public, naturally God 

would help us, also constantly standing in consumer’s shoes, thinking about what they 

need. Nowadays we want not only reliable quality, but high extra-value, in our showroom; 

customers can get everything they want to know about the food, and a promotion in 

knowledge. Our position is technology, biology, agric and life, they go hand in hand, 

influencing our lives, and as for the brand “Conroot”, is toxic-free, healthy and good life, 

both of them will eventually bonded up to technological healthy life. The core value of 

NuPOLAR-LIGHTs, is applying LED photonics in advanced techniques, such as special 

regions, biophotonic system, agricultural techniques, biophotonic plan and biophotonic 

technology etc.

CHALLENGES AHEAD

Climate – Severe changes in our climate, flood, drought, earthquake and typhoon 



causing food chain’s failure, food stocks are decreasing, we have to take preparation for 

the deficit.

Terrain – Contaminations in field and water, soil overuse causes barren and hill 

reclamation are key factors.

Human – Industrial development, greenhouse effect and multiple pollution, ended up 

with raising average temperature. Massive creatures will be vanished in 20 years due to 

genetic modified agriculture.

With these concern, by supporting agriculture with technology, that farming can keep 

going on, science technology farm will be a great solution.

CREATIVE INDUSTRY IN TECH, AGRIC, CULTURE AND FOOD

So far, NuPOLAR-LIGHTs owns over 30 patents around the world, these are crucial 

capitals for our country, and if countries are willing to develop our system, in the future, 

we will maintain the principle of moving worldwide, partly practice technology transfer 

to our cooperating strategy’s companies, expending development, hoping that once 

again push LED techniques’ standard to the limit. We expect that NuPOLAR-LIGHTs is 

the creator of techniques, not just a producer, putting prime cost mainly in developing, 

let agriculture focus from transformation to skill promotion, jump out the frame, into 

the generation of “Creative agriculture”.  When our knowledge standard raise, so do the 

concept of health, and it is time for agric-fever, as more and more bio-farm alliances 

opening, public find their lives in agriculture, we are closer to each other, thanks to 

participation for whole family, inheritance in spirit and multiple commercial development 

would also change, and that is the positive affection to the whole economical growth in 

Taiwan. Agriculture is more than the word itself, it is a new meaning that related to life, 

combining concept of creative culture and the spirit of creative food, it is a trend that 

match up to creation and time, that is the key concept of NuPOLAR-LIGHTs’s brand, 

“Conroots”.




